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Abstract—One of the most challenging problems in the fight
against Android malware is finding a way to classify them
according to their behavior, in order to be able to utilize
previously gathered knowledge in analysis and prevention.

In this paper we introduce a novel technique that dis-
covers similarities between Android malware samples by
comparing fragments of executed traces (strands) generated
from their most suspect methods. This way we can accurately
pinpoint which (possibly) malicious behaviors are shared
between these different samples, allowing for easier analysis
and classification.

We implement this approach in a tool, StrAndroid, that
we evaluate on a few dataset of malware and ransomware
samples, comparing its results to an existing similarity tool.

Index Terms—Program Analysis, Similarity, Android Mal-
ware

1. Introduction

Android is the most widespread mobile OS in the
world with an estimated 85% market share as of 2020
[1]. Combined with the fact that around 3.5 billion people
nowadays own a smartphone [2] results in close to 3
billion active Android users and many more Android
devices. These numbers are helpful in explaining why
Android is a highly coveted attack vector for malware
developers.

Even though the security model of Android is complex
[3] and new versions of the system tend to keep up with
new threats, it is rare for users to consistently have the
new version installed on their devices [4]. Securing the
app distribution system is also not always a sound solution
for the security of the ecosystem, as users from all over
the world regularly access third-party stores that are not
known for their thorough app vetting process [5]. All of
these factors combined result in an ecosystem that presents
many potentially lucrative attack vectors.

Recent work on Android malware focuses on devel-
oping new intelligent and adaptive methods for malware
detection and classification [6], [7], generally by adopting
machine learning models. These academic endeavors sel-
domly reflect in the actual usage by anti-malware vendors,
where the main techniques used for the classification
of malware is still signature-based [8] and thus easily
circumvented by simple code modifications [9]. Indeed it
is necessary to find better ways to discover the similarities
between different malware samples.

A recent report published by MalwareBytes [10]
shows that Android malware is getting “stealthier and
more aggressive”, which should result in research focused
on more precision and accuracy. The approach that we
present in this paper is meant as a step towards applying
more sophisticated methods to the analysis of Android
malware, possibly leading to more precision in the anal-
ysis results.

We take direct inspiration from [11], where the authors
applied similarity by composition to binaries in order
to discover their similarity even when compiled with
different toolchains and optimizations. The idea behind
similarity by composition comes from a work in image
recognition [12] and leverages the fact that two images
are similar if they are made of similar components. Thus
finding the similarities between the components is a key
part of establishing if the two original images are also
similar. The goal of [11] was to find pieces of code that
were semantically similar to a query fragment mainly to
allow the search of bugs or known exploits in a benign
scenario where binary samples are generated with differ-
ent compilers or different versions of the same compiler.
This use case is of course different from malware analysis
where we need to take into consideration the use of ma-
licious code modifications explicitly designed to prevent
analysis. For this reason the methodology differs in some
key areas that we will expand upon in Section 4.

Motivation. We believe the similarity by composition
approach might work for Android malware because ma-
licious behaviors are often just different combinations of
the same few base components.

For example, there are approaches that aim at find-
ing Android clones that are similar wrt their behaviors
[13] . For this purpose, Object Based Actions (OBAs)
are defined as all the API calls that can be grouped
into a common semantic group: i.e. HTTP-based ac-
tions, TelephonyManager-based actions, SMSManager-
based actions, etc. A malicious behavior can then be
summarized by the combinations of these OBAs into
common patterns. For example, if the goal of the malware
is to steal the user data and send it to a remote server
then the corresponding behavior can be described with
TelephonyManager-based + HTTP-based actions, while if
the data was sent through SMS texts then we would have
TelephonyManager-based + SMSManager-based actions.
These are malicious behaviors that can help classify the
malware into different classes and they are all combina-
tions of smaller components.
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Figure 1. A diagram capturing the workflow of StrAndroid

With the similarity by composition approach of [11]
we can give a more precise characterization of the behav-
iors hidden in Android methods.

Contributions. The contributions of this paper are:

• a novel similarity algorithm for Android Malware
• the implementation of a tool for similarity by

composition, StrAndroid
• the evaluation of StrAndroid on datasets of An-

droid malware and ransomware

2. Background

In this section we will give a brief rundown of the
main concepts needed to understand our methodology and
the problem it sets to solve. For readers familiar with the
static analysis of Android malware we suggest skipping
to Section 4.

2.1. Android Environment

Android is an open source operating system meant for
mobile devices that adopts a very strict security model [3].
Every app installed in an Android device is packaged in
an APK file (which is an archive for distribution) and it
has to conform to the model in order to interact with the
most vulnerable parts of the system, and this is enforced
through the use of permissions [14] and specific system
APIs. Throughout the paper we will use the terms app and
APK interchangeably.

APIs and Permissions. Android offers a comprehensive
list of APIs to its developers in order to better control
the behavior of apps wrt the system itself. We analyzed
a number of Android malware samples and created a list
of APIs that can be used to execute malicious attacks on
the device, we call these risky APIs. These are functions
that range from network APIs, necessary to send packets
through network protocols, to device-specific APIs, which
are used to access private information about the user of
the device. This is a small sample of our risky APIs list:

android.telephony.TelephonyManager
android.provider.Contacts
java.net.ServerSocket
org.apache.http.impl.DefaultHttpClient

Other works share our view that some APIs have
more weight than others, for example [15] calls them

“sensitive” APIs and uses them as meaningful features
to automatically characterize Android malware.

The usage of system APis in Android is regulated by
requiring the use of each API to be accompanied by a
request for permission to the user. These permissions are
stored in an XML document (the manifest) at the root of
the application and are often used in malware analysis to
spot which APKs could contain malicious behaviors [16]–
[18]. Naturally, applications that do not request permission
to use any risky API will not be able to affect the behavior
of the device nor infringe on the privacy of the user in any
way. It is hard to draw conclusions from the sole inclusion
of permissions in the manifest, since app developers tend
to be overzealous and request more permissions than
necessary [14].

For this reason we focus on the API calls encountered
in the code without checking the permissions, as we be-
lieve this gives us an edge when it comes to the precision
of the analysis.

Smali. Before being run by Dalvik, the JVM implemen-
tation of Android, every app is compiled in dex bytecode.
This format is not very user-friendly, and for this reason
most static analysis on Android code is done on the smali
format. StrAndroid uses APKTool [19] in order to translate
the native bytecode into smali files, which will then be
parsed and analyzed by our tool.

A detailed description of the parsing process and our
analysis methodology is in Section 4.

2.2. Android Malware

There are many types of Android malware found in
the various markets, and they can be grouped by behavior
[20] as: 1) spyware, which is malware that allows an
external entity to acquire private information about the
unsuspecting user, 2) ransomware, encrypting the private
data of the user and requiring a payment (ransom) to
decrypt it, and 3) adware, showing unwanted ads to the
user. Of course many other types of malware exist, but in
this work we target a small dataset of ransomware samples
in order to gauge the effectiveness of StrAndroid.

2.3. Static Analysis

Program analysis is mainly divided into static and
dynamic analysis, where the former studies the properties
of programs from the code itself, while the latter exe-
cutes the program and analyzes the execution traces. The



approach described in this paper is static, as we analyze
the smali code obtained from the APKs. We now give a
brief description of the basic components of static analysis
that are required to understand the inner workings of
StrAndroid.

Basic Blocks. Basic blocks are fragments of code un-
interrupted by control flow instructions. They usually are
represented as nodes in the control flow graph.

Program Slicing. Program slicing is a static analysis pro-
cedure that allows the isolation of code fragments (slices)
containing only instructions that are directly related to
the slicing criterion through data flow and control flow
[21]. The slicing criterion can be a variable in a specific
location, a list of variables or an instruction that contains
at least a variable.

In this paper we will focus on backward slicing as
our preferred technique to extract strands from the APKs,
meaning that we identify a program location of interest
(slicing criterion) and perform a backward scan of the
code, saving a list of instructions that are correlated to at
least one of the variables in the slicing criterion.

Strands. The concept of strand was first introduced in
[11] (section 3.2) and simply defines a basic block-level
program slice. Isolating slices in a basic block means that
all the variables therein contained are connected with only
data flow (as basic blocks do not contain any control flow
by definition). This allows for a less precise representation
of the code itself but a more fine-grained kind of analysis,
where it is easier to discard non important elements.
Section 4 goes in more depth about our specific strands
implementation, while two examples of strands can be
seen in Figure 3.

3. State of The Art

In this section we will cover some existing works that
closely relate to our approach.

Android malware analysis. In [22], the authors highlight
how important it is to develop more precise descriptions of
the behaviors for existing malware datasets. They conduct
a large-scale study where they analyze specific samples
in various families that have been classified by existing
anti-virus scans. Our approach shares the same goal of
achieving a more precise analysis, but it differs in the
methodology.

Many Android malware analysis tools have been
developed recently using Machine Learning. There are
works such as [15] that we already mentioned in Section
2 for sharing our view on sensitive APIs, and more recent
works that employ modern ML techniques such as LSTM
and autoencoders in order to better classify Android mal-
ware [6], [23]. Even if our approach is static, with no ML
influence, we share the goal of finding the best features
that can predict the maliciousness of an Android malware.

Program similarity. The work that most relates to ours is
[11], where the authors envisioned an approach based on
similarity by composition to find code clones in binaries
that have either been compiled with different toolchains

or that belong to different systems altogether. Our work
is a direct translation of their effort to Android malware
analysis. We make some changes to the strand similarity
methodology (see Section 4 for details) and we apply the
approach to a very different problem domain.

4. Methodology
In this section we will describe our approach in detail,

including some of the methodology in [11] that initially
inspired this work and delving deeper in the differences
between our work and [11].

A detailed workflow can be seen in Fig 1. A query
APK is compared to the rest of the dataset by first
extracting all its methods and dividing them into basic
blocks. Then, from every method we generate the strands
(see Section 2 and [11]) which are placed in buckets. This
is done for every sample in the dataset (only once, then
it is saved for future runs). Every strand from the query
APK is compared with all the strands coming from each
method of the dataset samples using the Strand Similarity
Measure. The Local Evidence Score is then computed
to gauge how significant the strand matching really is.
Finally, the Global Evidence Score will simply sum all the
LES from the various strands in the methods and generate
a score that indicates how similar two methods are. In the
rest of the section we go into detail for each of the steps
just described.

Use Case. StrAndroid is a tool focused on the analysis
and reverse engineering of malware. In order to use the
tool at its fullest we first need a dataset of Android
malware samples, then we can input a query sample qs
into the system and StrAndroid will show which sample
best matches qs wrt its potentially malicious behaviors.

This comparison is done at the method level: the
sample that shares the highest number of methods with
qs is selected as the result of the analysis. Along with
this, StrAndroid will show a comprehensive list of all
the common methods between the two samples and their
relative similarity scores, allowing the analysts to focus
the reverse engineering efforts on these methods.

Method Filtering and Collection. As a first step in the
analysis StrAndroid builds an internal representation of all
the APKs in the dataset by collecting their methods. We
filter out the methods that do not meet two basic require-
ments: 1) a minimum length, and 2) presence of Risky
APIs (see Section 2 and [24] for a brief introduction).

The minimum length of the methods is a variable
parameter that can be set at the beginning of the analysis
and is meant to filter out common methods that are used
in most APKs (such as init methods) and would muddy
the detection of actual malicious behaviours. In order to
further speed up the analysis, StrAndroid will not consider
methods that do not contain at least one invocation to a
risky API, since these methods only contain the internal
logic of the app and cannot exhibit malicious behaviors
targeted towards either the user or the device itself. Both
of these heuristics have been adopted due to our previous
experience with GroupDroid [24] and they have been suc-
cessfully tested empirically. During this initial scan of the
methods in the dataset, the code is parsed by StrAndroid
in order to speed up the next part of the analysis.



strands = []
for inst in reverse(BB):

s <- new Strand
s <- s + inst
d <- defined_vars(inst)
u <- used_vars(inst)
BB <- BB - inst
for inst_1 in reverse(BB):

d_1 <- defined_vars(inst_1)
u_1 <- used_vars(inst_1)
for v in u:

if v in d_1:
u <- u + u_1
s <- s + inst_1
BB <- BB - inst_1

strands <- strands + reverse(s)
return strands

Figure 2. Strand Extraction Algorithm

Parsing. Program slicing requires isolating instructions
that are correlated to the slicing criterion through data
flow [21] (control flow can be ignored since strands are
extracted from basic blocks), thus the first component of
the tool is a parser for Smali. In order to generate def-use
chains it is essential to know which variables are used
and defined in each line. For this purpose, our smali code
parser extracts these variables using the pattern of the
particular opcode: we define 6 procedures covering all the
possible Def-Use behaviors of the instructions and apply
to each opcode the correct routine.

Strand Extraction and Normalization. Once all the
interesting methods have been collected and parsed for
every APK in the dataset, they are split into basic blocks
by a simple heuristic. At this point, strands are extracted
from the basic blocks. Strands are static slices of the
code contained in a basic block, obtained via a simple
backward slicing algorithm (see pseudocode at Figure 2).
These strands then go through a normalization process,
where every variable encountered is renamed wrt its order
of appearance in the strand.

As an example we show this on a snippet from a
simplified method (its statements are shorter):
move-object v4, v2
const/high16 v5, 0x10000000
invoke-virtual {v4, v5}, setFlags(I)
move-result-object v4
move-object v6, v1
move-object v7, v4
invoke-virtual {v6}, LstartService()
move-result-object v6

Assuming that the last statement is the slicing criterion,
starting from it, the algorithm walks backwards and col-
lects all the statements that may affect the value of v6,
which is the only variable in the slicing criterion. This is
the strand extracted:
move-object v6, v1
invoke-virtual {v6}, LstartService()
move-result-object v6

Clearly all the statements ignored do not contain a data-
flow connection with v6. At this point we normalize the
strand by renaming the variables:
move-object v1, v2
invoke-virtual {v1}, LstartService()
move-result-object v1

This last step is done in order to thwart the all too
common occurrence of statement reordering, which hap-
pens both due to obfuscation attempts and due to the
decompilation process. In our tests strand normalization
has proven to be a necessary step, since the similarity
measure is very syntactic.

Strand Similarity Measure (SSM ). In [11] the simi-
larity between two strands was computed via a program
verifier that checks for input-output equivalence between
the strands while pairing each variable from a strand with
the corresponding one in the other. This is done by lifting
the binary procedure into BoogieIVL [25] by first going
through IDA pro, then LLVM IR [26] via BAP [27] and
lastly SMACK [28] is used to translate LLVM IR into
BoogieIVL.

Lacking such a peculiar toolchain for our Android use
case we opted to simplify the strand similarity measure
and adopt the very common Jaccard index. Two strands
s1 and s2 are compared wrt the Jaccard index of the
instructions they contain. Let us recall the mathematical
definition of the Jaccard index between two sets:

J(A,B) =
|A

⋂
B|

|A
⋃

B|
=

|A
⋂

B|
|A|+ |B| − |A

⋂
B|

(1)

Then our strand similarity measure (SSM) can be
stated as:

SSM(s1, s2) = J(lines(s1), lines(s2)) (2)

Where lines(s1) and lines(ss) denote the set of state-
ments contained in the normalized strand s1 and s2 re-
spectively. For example, given the normalized strand in the
previous section (strandA) we can have a similar strand
extracted from a different method and then normalized
(strandB):

move-object v1, v2
move-object v2, v1
invoke-virtual {v1}, LstartService()
move-result-object v1

This strand is almost equivalent to the previous but has
an added line move-object v2, v1 that does not change the
semantics of the strand (we found these types of meaning-
less insertions in our manual investigation). Calculating
the Jaccard Index between these strands we have 0.75,
since:

|strandA
⋂

strandB |
|strandA

⋃
strandB |

=
3

4
= 0.75 (3)

This can be thought of as the likelihood of the two strands
being similar. While 75% likelihood might seem too low
of a value, it is mainly dictated by the reduced length of
this example, for longer strands the Jaccard Index of two
similar strands is usually higher.

The design choice of using the Jaccard index as
similarity between two strands comes from the need to
have an efficient method to compute the function, as it
necessarily needs to be computed for every strand in every
method. It is also convenient that the Jaccard index gives
a value between 0 and 1, giving a sort of likelihood to
the similarity of two strands. We will discuss possible
problems with this approach in Section 6.



i g e t−o b j e c t v5 , p0 , Lcom / xxx / yyy /BBBB;−> r e s p o n s e : Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t tpResponse ;
invoke−i n t e r f a c e {v5 } , Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t tpResponse;−> g e t E n t i t y ( ) Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t t p E n t i t y ;
move−r e s u l t−o b j e c t v1
. l o c a l v1 , ” e n t i t y ” : Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t t p E n t i t y ;
invoke−i n t e r f a c e {v1 } , Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t t p E n t i t y ;−>g e t C o n t e n t ( ) L java / i o / I n p u t S t r e a m ;
move−r e s u l t−o b j e c t v5
invoke−v i r t u a l {p0 , v5 } , Lcom / xxx / yyy /BBBB;−>g e n e r a t e S t r i n g ( L java / i o / I n p u t S t r e a m ; ) L java / l a n g / S t r i n g ;

i g e t−o b j e c t v9 , p0 , Lcom / xxx / yyy /BBBB;−> r e s p o n s e : Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t tpResponse ;
invoke−i n t e r f a c e {v9 } , Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t tpResponse;−> g e t E n t i t y ( ) Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t t p E n t i t y ;
move−r e s u l t−o b j e c t v2
. l o c a l v2 , ” e n t i t y ” : Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t t p E n t i t y ;
i g e t−o b j e c t v9 , p0 , Lcom / xxx / yyy /BBBB;−> r e s p o n s e : Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t tpResponse ;
invoke−v i r t u a l {p0 , v9 } , Lcom / xxx / yyy /BBBB;−>g e t C o n t e n t C h a r s e t ( Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t tpResponse ; )
move−r e s u l t−o b j e c t v0
. l o c a l v0 , ” c h a r s e t ” : L java / l a n g / S t r i n g ;
invoke−i n t e r f a c e {v2 } , Lorg / apache / h t t p / H t t p E n t i t y ;−>g e t C o n t e n t ( ) L java / i o / I n p u t S t r e a m ;
move−r e s u l t−o b j e c t v9
invoke−v i r t u a l {p0 , v9 , v0 } , Lcom / xxx / yyy /BBBB;−>g e n e r a t e S t r i n g ( L java / i o / I n p u t S t r e a m ; )

Figure 3. Two semantically equivalent strands from method HppGet

Method Similarity Measure. When every strand is ex-
tracted both in the dataset and in the query sample
qs, StrAndroid checks every method in qs against every
method of the dataset with the following algorithm. First
we define a function that, given a query strand sq and a
target method t, gives us the likelihood of finding a strand
st ∈ strands(t) such that sq and sr are semantically
similar. This is equal to the maximum of the SSM between
the query strand sq and every strand contained in t:

P(sq|t) = maxst∈t(SSM(sq, st)) (4)

Continuing with the methodology first described in
[11] we implement a function that measures the statistical
significance of a strand wrt the entire dataset. This is
done in order to give more weight to strands that are not
common in the dataset, and should result in a similarity
measure that focuses on the more unique parts of the code.
Given a query strand sq and all the strands in the dataset
st ∈ T , we define:

P(sq, T ) =
∑

st∈T SSM(sq|st)
|T |

(5)

A lower value of P(sq, T ) represents a higher statistical
relevance, as it means that sq has few semantically similar
strands in the dataset.

Following [11] we can now define the Local Evidence
Score (LES) between a strand and a method as:

LES(sq, t) = Log(
P(sq, t)
P(sq, T )

)

= Log(
maxst∈t(SSM(sq, st))

P(sq, T )
)

(6)

The last function that we need to define in order to
obtain a similarity between methods is the Global Evi-
dence Score (GES). Given a query method q contained
in the query sample and a target method t extracted from
one of the samples in the database we have:

GES(q|t) =
∑
sq∈q

LES(sq|t) (7)

The measure of similarity between two methods is given
by the sum of the individual values of LES for every
strand in the query method. This sum is of course only
lower-bounded by 0 but does not have an upper bound,
which can induce significant errors that we discuss in
Sections 5 and 6. For each method in the query sample,
StrAndroid computes the GES for every method in the
dataset and returns only the method that generates the
highest score, provided it exceeds the set threshold of 4.

The sample rs that matches the most methods with
the query sample qs is then returned as the result of the
analysis, with a list of all similar methods between the
two samples.

5. Evaluation

As a first step, StrAndroid has been evaluated against
the well known GENOME dataset [29] simulating a clas-
sification task. Since our tool requires an existing dataset
of known malware, this proved to be the easiest test bed
to ascertain its efficacy, even though the dataset itself is
showing its age. The GENOME dataset mostly contains
malware that has not been thoroughly modified, so these
results, while encouraging, were not sufficient for a proper
evaluation. For this reason a second evaluation has been
conducted on the PraGuard dataset [30], which contains
various program transformation such as string encryption,
class encryption and reflection.

We then tested StrAndroid on samples selected from
a dataset of Android ransomware and malware previously
used in the evaluation of GroupDroid [24], this allowed
us to easily spot any inconsistencies between the two
approaches. Unlike our previous approach, StrAndroid
adopts a more precise similarity algorithm that has vir-
tually zero false positives, thus it easily refines the results
we had with GroupDroid. Figure 5 shows a comparison
between the two tools by comparing the number of similar
methods that were found among 8 pairs in the dataset.
GroupDroid almost always over-approximates and returns
more similar methods than StrAndroid, except a few cases
where StrAndroid actually discovers some methods that



Figure 4. A screenshot of StrAndroid, highlighted in yellow are the new similar methods that were missed by GroupDroid. In green the only false
positives of StrAndroid

eluded detection in GroupDroid. An example of the anal-
ysis results can be seen in Figure 4.

GENOME. We extracted around 600 samples from the
GENOME dataset, excluding mainly the families that
contained less than 20 samples each, then we randomly
chose one sample from each family and removed it from
the dataset. We then used StrAndroid with each one of
these removed samples as the query APKs, in order to find
similar APKs in the dataset. Our tool paired each query
APK with samples of their original family on 100% of
the cases, thus validating the approach.

PraGuard. The PraGuard dataset [30] provided a few dif-
ferent code obfuscations applied to the GENOME dataset.
We tested StrAndroid with these by extracting one sample
from each class in the obfuscated database and used it
as a query APK against the entire original GENOME
dataset. The results with the samples modified with string
encryption have been positive, with every sample extracted
randomly from each malware class being classified cor-
rectly with other samples in the same class. This test
proved that the string comparison, used to gauge the
equivalence of statements for the SSM between strands,
does not impact negatively the effectiveness of our tool
when used for classification.

The next two obfuscation classes obtained from Pra-
Guard, class encryption and reflection, uncovered a lot of
flaws in the approach. Both classes resulted in unsatis-
factory classification, with the samples obfuscated with
class encryption resulting in zero similar APKs for many
of them. This negative result is unavoidable as the APKs
are obfuscated with DexGuard [31], which encrypts and
compresses (with GZIP) every class in the APK. The
content of the classes is thus completely hidden to a static
analyzer and is only revealed at run-time. Our approach
relies on extracting data-flow information from methods
statically, which means that the only methods available
for analysis were the ones used for run-time decryption.

The samples obfuscated with reflection instead gener-
ated many false positives, which is easily explainable by

the confined nature of our analysis (every strand comes
from a single basic block). In order to correctly calculate
the similarity between strands, the method invocation has
to be part of the strand itself.

Use Case Dataset. We used a dataset of 20 Android
malware and ransomware samples, a reduced version of
the one collected in 2017 for [24], where each sample
is similar to at least one other sample in the dataset,
giving a total of 10 semantically-similar program pairs
(or families). By similar samples, in this context, we mean
that they contain some of the same malicious behaviors,
while the rest of the application (usually a piggy-backed
legitimate app) is not considered for the similarity. In
Figure 5 we show a direct comparison between StrAndroid
and GroupDroid. The latter almost always returns more
similar methods but this is due to the presence of false
positives, while StrAndroid is generally more precise for
all the classes considered and sometimes obtains even
less false negatives than GroupDroid (for example in 1-
ransom).

The dataset contains ransomware and malware sam-
ples and is fairly small to allow manual verification of
the results, since the goal of this evaluation phase is to
challenge the ground-truth extracted from an analysis by
GroupDroid. In Section 7 we speculate on some possible
improvements of this step.

Precision. The nature of the similarity measure imple-
mented in StrAndroid should make it so that the tool is
not affected by certain types of code obfuscation such
as structural transformations (modifying the CFG of the
methods) and dummy code insertion. We verified this
in our reduced dataset by running both GroupDroid and
StrAndroid and manually evaluating the results of the
analyses.

The results of our tests are overwhelmingly positive,
using StrAndroid we uncovered the source of some false
negatives in the analysis with GroupDroid, mostly coming
from samples employing the two aforementioned modifi-
cations.



Figure 5. Comparing the number of similar methods found in 8 pairs of the dataset. GroupDroid often over-approximates and finds many false
positives while StrAndroid is more precise.

Figure 6. CFGs extracted from two semantically equivalent methods with
bogus code insertions

In Section 5.1 we explore two specific examples of
these tests.

Normal Code Evolution. Since most malware nowadays
consists of modified versions of existing malware, it is
possible that some of the transformations that we noticed
in the samples are not always the result of an attempt to
obfuscate the code, but they could simply be the result of
updated and refined code for the new versions. Malware
developers could add code to their samples not just as
dummy filler to fool signature based approaches (although
that seems to work well [32]), but also to add new
behaviors. It is our opinion that this has to be investigated
more, as it is possible to use StrAndroid to analyze the
evolution of malware in the same family over time (we
will expand on this in Section 7).

Threshold. As anticipated in Section 4, the similarity
between two methods is given by their GES, which is a
summation of all the local LES between the strands and
the method itself. This causes the similarity measure to

assume theoretically unbounded values (since it depends
on the number of strands in a methods), which means
that setting a predefined threshold Tr that works on all
methods is not a trivial task. If Tr is too small it can cause
false positives among methods that are not similar but
contain a lot of strands (as we will see in Section 6) and
false negatives if the methods are indeed similar but too
small to reach Tr. We thoroughly experimented with our
dataset and reached the conclusion that Tr = 4 is a good
threshold to decide the similarity between two methods,
as we encountered 71 methods in the class 7−malware
that are similar between the two samples and returned a
GES between 4 and 4.5.

5.1. Case Studies

The nature of strands, mainly their existence confined
in basic blocks, allows StrAndroid to be very precise when
finding similarities between methods even when one of the
control flow is modified substantially. Another advantage
of using buckets of strands is evident when evaluating
the similarity of methods where dummy code has been
inserted, as the original code (the code that is semantically
relevant) is still present in the form of a composition of
strands. We now show two specific examples of these
cases and highlight how focusing on strands helped the
analysis.

Modified CFG. HppGet() is a method that is present in
two similar malware samples (sample1 and sample2) in
our reduced dataset and is used to communicate with a
remote server with the use of the Apache HTTP API. The
peculiarity of the two versions of this method is that the
one in sample2 is heavily modified wrt its CFG compared
to the version in sample1 (both CFGs can be seen in
Figure 7).

This proved to be a challenge for the structural similar-
ity approach taken by GroupDroid, while StrAndroid still
recognizes the meaningful strands in the code, ignoring
the modifications to the CFG. One of the meaningful
strands from each ransomware sample can be seen in



N. of APKs N. of Methods Avg. Time
(per method)

TS 1 100 20489 0.9s
TS 2 150 27273 1.32s
TS 3 200 40277 2.15s
TABLE 1. TEST SET FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Figure 3, it is easy to see how they describe the same
behavior.

Dummy code insertion. onEnable() is a method extracted
from two ransomware samples (sample3 and sample4).
Both versions of the method have been manually inves-
tigated and evidently perform the same function, but the
one in sample4 is almost double the size of its original
version in sample3. The CFG of the methods has not been
modified, but around 20 lines of dummy code have been
inserted. This can be seen in Figure 6 where the weight
parameter in the second basic block shows that the amount
of statements therein contained has doubled.

This is usually done in order to fool automatic mal-
ware recognition tools that rely on exact file signature and
it also proved to be a challenge for GroupDroid, since the
similarity measure relies heavily on the weight of the basic
blocks (the number of statements in it). As expected the
strand approach taken with StrAndroid works flawlessly
with transformations that modify the structure of the CFG.

5.2. Performance

The method parsing and the strand generation are
relatively simple operations, as they only require one pass
for each smali file. Doing this to every sample in the
dataset still yields a linear complexity, meaning that even
with hundreds of samples the extraction times are fairly
small. The true complexity of StrAndroid comes from
strand comparisons, as each strand from every method in
the query APK has to be compared (via SSM) with every
strand from every method in every sample of the dataset.

To gauge the actual performance of the tool we ran
tests on a MacBook Pro with a 2.3 GHz i5 dual-core pro-
cessor and 8GB of RAM, against a test set composed of 3
different subsets of the GENOME dataset with randomly
extracted samples. The specifics of the test set can be seen
in Table 1, along with the average time it took to analyze a
single method in the query sample against every method
in the test set. The query samples were also extracted
randomly from the original dataset, one for each of the
5 classes BeanBot, DroidDream, DroidKungFu, Geinimi
and GoldDream. The specific execution times for the tests
on each sample against the 3 subsets can be observed in
Table 2.

TS 1 TS 2 TS 3 Risky methods
in query sample

BB43 4m 18s 6m 15s 10m 39s 361
DDL7 3m 35s 5m 18s 8m 50s 234
DKF14 3m 58s 5m 44s 9m 45s 289
GEIN37 2m 50s 4m 23s 6m 58s 163

GD17 2m 24s 3m 58s 5m 55s 166
Avg. 3m 25s 5m 7s 8m 25s

TABLE 2. RUNNING TIMES OF THE ANALYSIS ON THE TEST SET

Improvements. Strand comparisons are independent of
each other, which means that the performance of our tool
could be increased by a great factor if we employed code
parallelization. The tool also suffers from the bare-bones
Python implementation, where a great number of string
comparisons means a great decrease in performance. We
are currently looking into Cython [33] in order to leverage
the faster C implementation for string comparison.

6. Limitations

Our tests with the PraGuard dataset [30] and the
manual assessment of the results with our reduced mal-
ware/ransomware dataset have unveiled some limitations
of our approach.

String Comparison. When calculating the SSM as the
Jaccard Index between two strands, the union operator
considers the strands as sets and the statements therein
contained as strings. This means that our algorithm will
judge the uniqueness of a statement in the set by using
exact string equivalence. This has proven to not be a
problem when analyzing most samples in the GENOME
dataset [29] but has resulted in a slightly reduced number
of equivalent methods found when using samples from
PraGuard obfuscated with string encryption.

Static Thresholds. The value 4 as a threshold for the
GES between two methods has proven to be a good
estimate for method similarity throughout the tests. This
value is highly dependent on the size of the methods and
on the number of strands, thus it could be useful to have
a threshold that adapts to these parameters, or conversely
implement an algorithm that learns the correct threshold
given the parameters.

Unbounded Similarity Measure. Related to the previous
point, the GES is calculated as a summation of the LES
between all strands. This makes its value theoretically
unbounded, which further exacerbates the problem of
having a static threshold for the similarity measure. Future
evolutions of this work could consider a measure of central
tendency such as the arithmetic mean.

Unique Result. As introduced in Section 4, StrAndroid
returns only one method as a result of the similarity anal-
ysis for each method in the query APK. This effectively
means that, given a dataset containing families of malware
and a query apk that belongs to one of the families, the
result APK is going to be unique. In other words, no other
APKs containing less similar methods (but still similar) is
going to be returned. This might be too strict of a design
choice, as our similarity measure is in no way perfect.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

We implemented a tool StrAndroid to assess the sim-
ilarity of Android malware wrt their malicious behaviors,
taking as inspiration the approach of similarity by compo-
sition first introduced in [12] for image recognition and in
[11] for binary code. We tested the approach on a selected
dataset of 20 Android malware and ransomware samples
and we compared the results to GroupDroid.



Figure 7. CFGs extracted from two semantically equivalent methods, StrAndroiddeems the methods similar enough

We assessed that StrAndroid produces results that are
much more precise, with a low rate of false negatives
and false positives, and is able to overcome certain types
of structural code transformations such as dummy code
insertion and CFG transformations. The strength of this
approach comes from the fact that it combines semantic
and syntactic types of analysis and benefits from each.
Semantic analysis is applied in the parsing of the methods
and extraction of the strands, while syntactic analysis is
used in the similarity score calculations where each line in
the strand is exactly compared to those in another strand.
We believe our methodology shows promise as a concrete
step towards helping analysts with the reverse engineering
of Android malware. In the following we will list some
of the possible improvements to this work that could be
considered as future research directions.

Program Verifier for Smali. One of the original limita-
tions of this work has been the inability to find a free
program verifier written specifically for smali code. A
useful direction would be to develop either a new program
verifier for smali or a transpiler from smali to a similar
language that already has a program verifier. This should
counter some of the limitations of using the Jaccard index
as similarity measure between strands, as stated in Sec. 6.

Machine Learning. Strands proved to be a great feature to
ascertain similarity between malware samples in Android,
but they are used in a rigid static algorithm with set
thresholds. Strands could be used as features for a classi-
fication algorithm based on Machine Learning techniques,

where the importance of a strand can be calculated through
attention instead of its uniqueness in the dataset. This is
similar to the approach in code2vec [34] where the authors
used paths in the AST in order to train an algorithm that
could infer method names from their code.

New Evaluation Testbed. The compact size of the dataset
comes from a need to manually verify the precision of
StrAndroid over GroupDroid, a future direction for this
research could be to design a new evaluation methodology
that automates such a task. This is not a trivial proposition,
as it is hard to trust any automatically-generated ground-
truth and it is even harder to find datasets that have already
been analyzed with our same use-case in mind.

A Combination of StrAndroid and GroupDroid. As
we discuss in Section 5, GroupDroid is a very fast tool
that works very well for clustering a dataset of unknown
malware even if it returns many false positives wrt the
individual methods. StrAndroid, on the other hand, is very
precise when it comes to recognizing similar methods in
different malware samples, but its performance is quite
lacking. We are actively investigating how to combine
these two approaches in a new tool.

Monitoring Malware Evolution. Android malware is in
constant evolution, new families are added at a slower rate
[35] but new versions of existing malware are constantly
being discovered on the distribution platforms. It is then of
the utmost importance to be able to analyze and counteract
the evolution of these new variants. We already discussed



(Section 5) how StrAndroid seems to be resilient to certain
code transformation techniques, such as dummy code in-
sertion, but its strength lies in focusing on specific strands
that execute the malicious behavior. This means that it can
recognize new versions of the same methods even when
the code has been updated to modify or add to the existing
behaviors, and highlighting the common strands between
two cloned methods can bring into light the newly added
behaviors. A new direction in the development of this
approach is geared towards analyzing the new versions
of existing malware, in order to assess their evolution.
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